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[1] Scores of modeling studies have shown that increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere impact the global hydrologic cycle; however, disagreements on regional scales are large, and thus the simulated trends of such impacts, even for regions as large as the tropics, remain uncertain. The present investigation attempts to examine such trends in the observations using satellite data products comprising Global Precipitation Climatology Project precipitation and International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project cloud and radiation. Specifically, evolving trends of the tropical hydrological cycle over the last 20–30 years were identified and analyzed. The results show (1) intensification of tropical precipitation in the rising regions of the Walker and Hadley circulations and weakening over the sinking regions of the associated overturning circulation; (2) poleward shift of the subtropical dry zones (up to 2° decade−1 in June-July-August (JJA) in the Northern Hemisphere and 0.3–0.7° decade−1 in June-July-August and September-October-November in the Southern Hemisphere) consistent with an overall broadening of the Hadley circulation; and (3) significant poleward migration (0.9–1.7° decade−1) of cloud boundaries of Hadley cell and plausible narrowing of the high cloudiness in the Intertropical Convergence Zone region in some seasons. These results support findings of some of the previous studies that showed strengthening of the tropical hydrological cycle and expansion of the Hadley cell that are potentially related to the recent global warming trends.


1. Introduction

[2] Among the greenhouse gas–induced climate change projections, tropical hydrological cycle changes can be expected to cause shortage or excess of precipitation in many regions and that in turn would impact all life: human, animal, and plant. Recent studies provide contradictory guidance about the evolving trends in the tropical circulations. At least two reanalysis data sets, namely the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) and the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Reanalysis (ERA40), show strengthening trends of the Hadley circulation [Quan et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2004; Mitas and Clement, 2005, 2006] over the last few decades. However, general circulation models (GCMs) simulating the influence of increased greenhouse gases produce weakening of the tropical overturning circulation that affects the Walker circulation more strongly than the Hadley circulation [Mitas and Clement, 2006; Held and Soden, 2006; Vecchi et al., 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007]. These simulation results are consistent with heuristic arguments suggesting that whereas the atmospheric moisture at fixed relative humidity increases at ~7% °C−1 (following the Clausius-Clapeyron relation) [Held and Soden, 2006], the global mean precipitation, governed by radiative-convective balance, increases at less than half this rate. Therefore, a weaker overturning circulation must occur in response to the warming environment to match the radiative constraints on evaporation and precipitation [Betts and Ridgway, 1989; Betts, 1998; Knutson and Manabe, 1995; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Held and Soden, 2006; Sud et al., 2008]. Locally, precipitation and moist convection could be enhanced in convective (wet) regions following the “rich-get-richer mechanism” because gross moist stability is reduced when the increase of moisture is concentrated mainly in the lower troposphere [Chou and Neelin, 2004; Chou et al., 2009].
[7] One plausible explanation of the contradiction between the reanalyses and the GCM simulations is that the radiosonde profiles that went into the reanalyses had a cooling trend in the upper atmosphere [Sünder et al., 2005] and that cooling trend remaining in the reanalyses might have reduced the atmospheric stability and enhanced the vertical motion [Mitas and Clement, 2006]. Uppala et al. [2005] suggest that it was the satellite humidity analysis that was responsible for the upward drift of precipitation in ERA-40. On the other hand, the simulated thermal structure and corresponding circulations depend on GCMs’ physical parameterizations, which may be problematic [Randall et al., 2003] and cause systematic biases in thermal structures in the present-day GCMs. Such systematic differences between GCM simulations and reanalysis data underline the importance of using observational data for ascertaining the long-term trends of the tropical circulation and the associated hydrological cycle [Wielicki et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Zhang and Song, 2006; Wenz et al., 2007]. This provides the primary motivation for the current study.

[4] More recently, observational data analyses have shown a broadening of the Hadley cell, which have been inferred from the metrics of trends in tropopause height [Reichler and Held, 2005; Fu et al., 2006; Seidel and Randel, 2007], atmospheric ozone [Hudson et al., 2006], water vapor transport [Sohn and Park, 2010] and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) [Hu and Fu, 2007], as well as an index of Hadley circulation [Hu and Fu, 2007; Lu et al., 2007]. Seidel et al. [2008] suggested that the Hadley cell have broadened by 2–4° since 1979.

[5] An important question that is yet to be addressed is the following. How do changes in tropical circulation and variously inferred expansion of the Hadley cell affect the tropical hydrological cycle? Although closely related, one must distinguish between the trends in tropical circulation and tropical hydrological cycle, which is characterized by total precipitation and its spatial and temporal distributions. We must point out that even a weakening tropical overturning circulation does not necessarily imply weakening of the hydrological cycle. Indeed, some studies have shown increases in both total precipitation and extreme precipitation episodes in the tropics, and increasing contrast between the wet and dry regions, indicating strengthening of the overall hydrological cycle [Wang and Lau, 2005; Lau and Wu, 2007; Allan and Soden, 2008].

[6] In this study, we use the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) monthly precipitation data [Adler et al., 2003] and the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) version FD cloud and radiation data [Zhang et al., 2004] to examine the changes in tropical precipitation, cloud and radiation fields associated with tropical overturning circulations. We also define proxies for the latitudinal extent of the Hadley cell, examine its long-term variability and discuss the associated implications for the tropical hydrological cycle.

[7] The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data sets used in the study. Section 3 examines the trends in precipitation distributions associated with Walker and Hadley circulations and expansion of Hadley cell using precipitation as a proxy. Section 4 analyzes cloudiness and top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation data to examine the Hadley cell expansion and infer the changes in the tropical hydrological cycle. Section 5 provides a summary and discussion of the results.

2. Data

[8] The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) monthly precipitation data product (version 2.1) is a community-based analysis of global precipitation under the auspices of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) [Adler et al., 2003]. The data product spans from 1979 to the present and is archived at 2.5° × 2.5° grid resolution. It merges rainfall estimates from various satellites including microwave-based estimates from Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), infrared (IR) rainfall estimates from geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites, and surface rain gauges. The GPCP data analysis preserves temporal homogeneity by well-designed algorithms mitigating the data inhomogeneity owing to changes in satellites and rainfall algorithms, especially the addition of SSM/I instruments after 1988. The monthly GPCP data has been cross-calibrated before 1988 (pre-SSM/I) with the later period (post-SSM/I) on the basis of an overlapping period to minimize the systematic bias [Adler et al., 2003]. Smith et al. [2006] showed that the impact of temporal inhomogeneity of sampling is not a major concern.

[9] The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), also a WCRP project, analyzes satellite radiance measurements to infer the global distribution of clouds and their roles in climate [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999]. It has produced equal-area gridded (2.5° × 2.5°) 3 hourly and monthly cloud products from July 1983 to the present. ISCCP has also produced a version of global radiative flux data product (ISCCP-FD), which was created by employing the radiative transfer code of NASA GISS GCM and ISCCP cloud products [Zhang et al., 2004]. The model also uses a collection of global data sets describing atmospheric and surface properties such as the daily atmospheric temperature and humidity from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Television Infrared Observation Satellites (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder and daily ozone abundances from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer as input for the flux calculations. Originally designed to study the clouds in synoptic weather systems, the ISCCP FD data have been used in a number of decadal and longer-term climate change analysis [Chen et al., 2002; Wang and Lau, 2005; Clement et al., 2009; Tsellioudis et al., 2010] as its data period has lengthened.

[10] It has been suggested that the long-term trend of ISCCP cloud amounts may be affected by spatial and temporal inhomogeneity in satellite viewing zenith angle [Norris, 2000; Campbell, 2004; Evan et al., 2007; Clement et al., 2009]. This is because ISCCP cloud estimates utilize IR and visible radiance information from a series of geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites with varying time spans. Cloud amount tends to be overestimated at higher viewing zenith angle [Minnis, 1989]. The viewing zenith angle from geostationary satellite increases from nadir to the edge of the footprint, therefore, as satellite configuration changes over the time (that is, launch of new satellites, reposition or disabling of existing satellites), viewing zenith angles can change, which may bring artificial changes in cloud amount. To minimize spatial inhomogeneity, ISCCP...
uses nearest geostationary satellite measurements when possible, supplemented by AVHRR measurements from polar-orbiting satellite when geostationary satellite measurements are not available, for latitudes poleward of 60° north and south. There is a segment of the Indian Ocean where geostationary satellite coverage did not exist until the late 1990s and data from the AVHRR was employed. The drifting of equatorial crossing time (ETC) of polar orbiting satellites has been found to affect the derived OLR and Highly Reflective Cloud (HRC) fields [Waliser and Zhou, 1997; Lucas et al., 2001] mainly owing to the diurnal cycle in the cloud field. Since a polar-orbiting satellite has constantly varying viewing zenith angle at each location, the effect of viewing zenith angle tends to cancel out in the monthly data [Campbell, 2004]. Nevertheless, large artificial jumps could occur when AVHRR is replaced by geostationary measurements.

[11] The ISCCP computed radiative fluxes, which are an integral of many atmospheric, cloud and surface properties were not dominated by any single input as shown by Hinkelman et al. [2009]. To account for the plausible artifacts in the ISCCP cloudiness due to the above effects, we conducted trend analysis associated with Hadley cell expansion using the full set of data as well as its subsets data with minimal artifacts. In addition to the ISCCP FD data, where we obtained monthly gridded TOA radiation fluxes and cloud amount, we calculated monthly averaged viewing zenith angle from ISCCP D1 data set, which is a 3 hourly equal-area gridded data. The monthly viewing zenith angle is used to mask out large biased areas.

3. Trends of Tropical Hydrological Cycle Inferred From the GPCP Data

[12] To examine the precipitation trends and their geographical distribution, two types of monthly precipitation anomalies were produced with the GPCP data: one by subtracting the monthly climatology and thus the mean annual cycle from the data (called Anom-I), another by further removing El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) effects using regression to the Nino3.4 index (monthly SST anomaly over the region 5°N–5°S, 120°–170°W) provided by the NCEP Climate Prediction Center (called Anom-II). The monthly anomalous time series are summed to seasonal and annual time series and a linear trend was computed for each grid box. The geographical distributions of such trends in the annual precipitation (background shaded) were computed with Anom-I (Figure 1a) and Anom-II (Figure 1b) data for the tropics over a 29 year (1979–2007) period. The climatology of the same period is superimposed as contours in Figures 1a and 1b. The linear trend (contour) and the confidence level (background shade) from a student t test for the Anom-II data are shown in Figure 1c.

[13] Figures 1a–1c show that the majority of the tropical areas exhibit trends of increasing precipitation; the strongest positive trends are seen in the heavy precipitation areas (i.e., Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), Indian Pacific warm pool, and the Amazon regions), while the strongest negative trends are noted over the light precipitation area (i.e., at both edges of the ITCZ, south of equatorial Africa; see Figure 1a). The trend distribution of the ENSO-removed data shows a very similar spatial pattern with the one that contains ENSO effect, with slightly stronger trends in the areas with large positive and negative trends (Figure 1b). The trends over the majority of the areas show better than 90% confidence level, especially in the subtropical sinking area in northeast Pacific, tropical Indian Ocean and African continent (Figure 1c). The student’s t test used in this study uses lag-1 correlation in defining the degree of freedom to remove the autocorrelation in the time series [Santer et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2007]. Figure 1 shows that wet (dry) regions tend to become wetter (drier), in agreement with a number of recent studies [Allan and Soden, 2007; Chou et al., 2007; Lau and Wu, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Sohn and Park, 2010]. There arises a need to address another fundamental question: how are these trends related to the changes in the tropical Walker and Hadley circulations?

3.1. Precipitation Distribution Trend Associated With the Walker Circulation

[14] This section examines precipitation changes associated with the Walker circulation. We base our findings on meridionally averaged (30°N–30°S) precipitation fields for each season together with their annual mean trends. Figure 2 shows a time-longitude cross section of annual mean precipitation averaged from 30°N to 30°S and the corresponding trend for each longitude. Heavy precipitation over the Indian and Western Pacific Oceans in the 90–180°E region corresponds to the rising branches of the Walker circulation over both oceans. Relatively heavy precipitation over the Atlantic Ocean in the 40–70°W region corresponds to the rising branch of the Atlantic Walker circulation. Light precipitation is found over the 90–150°W and 0–30°W regions corresponding to the sinking branch of the Pacific and Atlantic Walker circulation, respectively. The lowest precipitation is found over continental Africa and West India Ocean, in particular, the 15°W to 10°E region.

[15] The zonal distribution of the 29 year trend shows that positive trends over the rising regions of the three Walker circulations, namely the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Walker circulations, and negative trends appear in the regions of light precipitation. Table 1 shows that the linear trends of precipitation (for Anom-I data) over the rising (120–180°E) and sinking (90–150°W) regions of the Pacific Walker circulation are positive and negative, respectively, for all the seasons and annual mean, with March–April–May (MAM) and June–July–August (JJA) having the largest positive trends with above 95% confidence level (c.l.) based on student’s t test (Table 1). The computed annual mean trend in the rising region is 0.113 mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹ and −0.065 mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹ in the sinking region. The precipitation trends computed from Anom-II time series (with ENSO effects removed) shows the same positive (negative) trends in the rising (sinking) regions of the Walker circulation, with only slightly smaller magnitudes from the December-January-February (DJF), MAM, and September-October-November (SON) but generally improved statistical significance, especially for MAM, JJA and annual mean in the sinking region (Table 1).

[16] Recent studies using reanalysis data sets show that the zonal mass circulation intensity of the Walker circulations over the Indian and Atlantic Oceans have been strengthening in recent decades while the Pacific Walker
circulation has been weakening [Zhao and Moore, 2008; Yu and Zwiers, 2010]. Note that the latitudinal extent used in defining the Walker circulations was much narrower (5°S to 5°N; 0 to 20°N) than that used in this study (30°S to 30°N). The weakening of the Pacific Walker circulation intensity was at maximum around the dateline but the rising branch of the Walker circulation west of 140°E were strengthened [Zhao and Moore, 2008]. We examined selected regions over the Indian and Atlantic Ocean and found that precipitation associated with the rising branches of the Walker circulations has increased uniformly while precipitation associated with the sinking branch of the Walker circulation has either decreased (over the Atlantic Ocean) or has an insignificant change (over the Indian Ocean) (figures not shown). This results in an increasing trend of total precipitation in the tropics [Gu et al., 2007]. Overall, the precipitation distribution associated with the Walker circulation tends to have increased contrasts between the wet and dry regions. This result may be related to increasing low-level moisture transport from drier to moister regions [Sohn and Park, 2010], which is coupled with vertical moisture advection that is induced by relatively stronger low-level moisture increase and weaker high-level moisture increase; that is, a thermodynamic component such as in the work of Held and Soden [2006] and Chou et al. [2009].

3.2. Precipitation Distribution Trend Associated With the Hadley Circulation

[17] The changes in precipitation distribution associated with the Hadley circulation are investigated using zonally averaged precipitation. The time-latitude cross section of the annual mean precipitation shows a large band of high pre-
precipitation in the ascending region of the ITCZ and a band of small precipitation in the subtropical subsidence region(s) (Figure 3a). The latitudinal distribution of precipitation trends shows a positive trend in the 15°S–25°N region that peaks around 5°N, where ITCZ rains most, and negative trends in the subtropical sinking region(s) (Figure 3b). The negative trend in the Northern Hemisphere extends to about 55°N which is likely due to decreases of precipitation associated with midlatitude storm tracks [Yin, 2005] and a northward shift of the Hadley circulation [Lu et al., 2007]. The latter will be further discussed in section 3.3.

[18] Using a similar methodology for the Walker circulation, the precipitation trends for the tropical rising region (17.5°S–17.5°N) and the subtropical sinking regions in the Northern (17.5–40°N) and Southern (35–17.5°S) Hemispheres are computed for each season and the annual mean precipitation using Anom-I and Anom-II data (Table 2), respectively. It is found that the tropical rising region displays a significant positive trend of rainfall rates in all the seasons; its magnitude is between 0.057 and 0.085 mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹. For the subtropical sinking regions, it is interesting to note that the winter and spring seasons in each hemisphere had significant negative trends while the summer and fall seasons had slight positive trends, but lacked statistical significance. The annual mean precipitation has a significant positive trend of 0.067 mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹ in the rising region and negative trends of −0.15 and −0.018 mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹ in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively, at a marginal 90% c.l. (Table 2). This increasing rainfall in the rainy ITCZ region and decreasing rainfall in the dry subtropical sinking region(s) indicates strengthening of the hydrological cycle in the tropics. The long-term trends of precipitation in the ascending region of the ITCZ are marked.

Table 1. Precipitation Trends Associated With the Walker Circulation in the Rising and Sinking Regions With and Without ENSO Signal*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend (mm d⁻¹ decade⁻¹)</th>
<th>December-January-February</th>
<th>March-April-May</th>
<th>June-July-August</th>
<th>September-October-November</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>With ENSO Signal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising region (30°S–30°N, 120°–180°E)</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region (30°S–30°N, 150°–90°W)</td>
<td>−0.055</td>
<td>−0.089</td>
<td>−0.045</td>
<td>−0.059</td>
<td>−0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENSO Signal Removed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising region (30°S–30°N, 120°–180°E)</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td><strong>0.077</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.099</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region (30°S–30°N, 150°–90°W)</td>
<td>−0.034</td>
<td>−0.074</td>
<td>−0.054</td>
<td>−0.047</td>
<td>−0.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Boldface indicates confidence level greater than 90%; italics confidence level greater than 95%.
precipitation in the tropics from the ENSO removed data are quite similar, probably owing to cancellation of opposite effects of El Niño and La Niña on precipitation [Chou and Lo, 2007]. The asymmetry effect of ENSO on precipitation in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres [Chou and Lo, 2007] can be seen in slightly smaller precipitation trends in the Southern Hemisphere in the ENSO removed trends (Table 2).

3.3. Expansion of Hadley Circulation Evidenced From GPCP Data

[19] Figure 3 shows the meridional distribution of annual mean zonal precipitation as well as the approximate locations of the ITCZ, the subtropical dry band, and the extremities of the Hadley cell. To discern key features of the Hadley circulation, we used a nominal threshold of 2.4 mm d$^{-1}$ to identify the boundaries of the subtropical dry band of the Hadley cell for each season (i.e., Figure 4 for the Northern Hemisphere only). The outer boundary marks the dry subtropical subsidence region from the rainy region of the midlatitude storm track while the inner boundary (closer to the equator) separates the subsidence region from the ITCZ; thus these boundaries can be used as proxies for the Hadley cell and the ITCZ regions. The latitude of minimum precipitation represents the driest (and usually central) position of the dry band.

[20] The Hadley cell boundaries, as defined above, are similar to those inferred from OLR with a 250 W m$^{-2}$ threshold [Hu and Fu, 2007] (red dashed line in Figure 4). Figure 4 also shows that the location and width of the dry band for each season; it is located approximately between 10°N and 30°N in DJF and MAM in the Northern Hemisphere, shifts to the higher latitudes in JJA and gets narrower in SON (20–30°N). Despite large interannual variabilities of these boundaries, particularly in JJA, some trends are also

![Table 2. Precipitation Trends Associated With the Hadley Circulation in the Rising and Sinking regions in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres with and Without ENSO Signal]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend (mm d$^{-1}$decade$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>December-January-February</th>
<th>March-April-May</th>
<th>June-July-August</th>
<th>September-October-November</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With ENSO Signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region, Northern Hemisphere (17.5–40°N)</td>
<td>−0.062</td>
<td>−0.039</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>−0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising region (17.5°S–17.5°N)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region, Southern Hemisphere (17.5–35°S)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>−0.034</td>
<td>−0.072</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO Signal Removed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region, Northern Hemisphere (17.5–40°N)</td>
<td>−0.062</td>
<td>−0.038</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>−0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising region (17.5°S–17.5°N)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking region, Southern Hemisphere (17.5–35°S)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>−0.033</td>
<td>−0.074</td>
<td>−0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aBoldface indicates confidence level greater than 90%; italics confidence level greater than 95.*
evident in the respective time series. Figure 5 summarizes the total trends (or total migration computed from the 29 year linear fit) of the Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries as well as the position of minimum precipitation for each season and their annual means in both hemispheres. In the Northern Hemisphere, the trends of Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries reveal a significant northward migration in all the seasons except MAM (Figure 5a; also see Figure 4); these changes are accompanied by a significant northward shift of the minimum precipitation as well. The largest northward expansion of about 6° occurs in JJA, which is likely related to a northward shift of the jet stream in the boreal summer [Yin, 2005; Hu and Fu, 2007]. For DJF and SON, the northern edges of the ITCZ and Hadley cell boundaries reveal a northward shift of ~1–2° and the minimum precipitation shifts of ~3° northward (the c.l. of DJF is slightly lower than 95%). This has significant implications for ecosystems of the midlatitudes particularly because the majority of the trends are due to the contribution of the land regions (figures not shown).

In the Southern Hemisphere, the Hadley cell and ITCZ also migrates poleward, but the magnitude of the change is much smaller (Figure 5b). Noteworthy trends include a poleward shift of the Hadley cell of 1.3° in JJA (99.9% c.l.) and 2.2° in SON (90.5% c.l.). This is accom-
panied by a poleward shift of the ITCZ boundary in all four seasons; however, only JJA has >95% c.l. The entire tropical expansion, defined by the latitudinal width between the northern and the southern edges of the ITCZ, the locations of minimum precipitation and the Hadley cell are shown in Figure 5c. It shows that the tropical regions have expanded in each of the four seasons, but significant trends are found in JJA and SON only, with a magnitude ranging from 2 to 7 degrees based on the three indices defined above. In the annual mean, only the Hadley boundary has a significant expansion trend of 2.2°.

3.4. Regional Hadley Circulation

[22] The strength and latitudinal extent of the Hadley circulation not only varies with the season but also from region to region [Waliser and Gautier, 1993; Waliser and Somerville, 1994; Hou, 1998; Webster et al., 1998; Waliser et al., 1999; Zhao and Moore, 2008]. Here we examine the trends in precipitation distribution for four selected regions in the Northern Hemisphere, namely: HC1 (80°–150°E), HC2 (150°–240°E), HC3 (240°–320°E), and HC4 (0°–50°E); these represent major climatologically distinct regions; that is, Asian monsoon and continental region, Pacific Ocean region, North American monsoon and continental region, and continental African region. Figure 6 shows the time-latitude cross sections of zonally averaged precipitation in JJA for each of the four regions and the boundaries of the dry band defined by the same precipitation threshold. As expected, total precipitation amount and dry band locations vary significantly from one region to another. For example, the continental Asian monsoon region has the highest precipitation amount in JJA and the dry band is narrowly located between 40°N to 45°N; the continental African region has the lowest amount of total precipitation in JJA and the dry band is widespread from 15°N to 45°N.
Using the same precipitation threshold for identifying the ITCZ and Hadley cell boundaries, the trends for each of these boundaries are shown in Figure 7. The trends for all four regional boundaries of the Hadley cells are positive while all the ITCZ boundaries except for HC4 are negative (i.e., shrinking toward the equator); this shows that the dry bands have expanded in all the four regions in JJA. Among them, only the trends for the HC1 region are significant at above 90% c.l., possibly owing to weakening of the Asian summer monsoon in recent decades that characterized with floods in southern China and dryness in northern China [Li et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2010]. Also, a large positive trend between 15°N and 25°N might have contributed most to the northward shift of zonal averaged ITCZ boundary in JJA in Figure 4. The low confidence levels for the other regions are partly due to the difficulty in defining the regional boundaries and the large interannual variability in the precipitation for small regions.

4. Hydrological Cycle Changes From ISCCP Data

[24] Clouds are an important component of the Earth’s energy and water cycle. Changes in the tropical hydrological cycle would inevitably be seen in the cloud and radiation fields. Chen et al. [2002] explored the radiation measurements from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) and cloud measurements from ISCCP to connect decadal changes in the tropical dynamical system. Despite
some concerns about the spatial-temporal inhomogeneity associated with the ISCCP clouds, the ISCCP data are among the best quality-controlled global long-term data products available to date [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Zhang et al., 2004]. We examine trends in the ISCCP cloudiness and radiation data to infer changes in the tropical hydrological cycle, in connection with the precipitation trends discussed earlier.

4.1. Expansion of Hadley Circulation Evidenced From ISCCP Cloudiness

[25] One may argue that the Hadley cell boundaries inferred from a fixed OLR threshold may also reflect the expansion of the Hadley circulation [Hu and Fu, 2007] because of the strong dependency of OLR on cloud and moisture distributions. Here we use instead the ISCCP cloud fraction to examine the change of the Hadley cell boundaries, since cloudiness is more directly related to precipitating cloud system. Because several studies [Campbell, 2004; Evan et al., 2007; Clement et al., 2009] have cautioned about the artifacts in the data, we examined the influence of potential data artifacts on our trend analysis, specifically, the determination of the Hadley cell boundary.

[26] Figure 8 (top) shows the global distribution of trends for the ISCCP cloudiness from 1984 to 2006. Besides an overall decreasing trend in the majority of the tropics and midlatitudes, large negative trends are shown at the outer edge of geostationary satellite footprints, which are mainly

![Figure 7. Linear trends for the boundary of Hadley cell, ITCZ, and width of dry band in JJA for the Northern Hemisphere. Leftmost, middle, and rightmost bars in each group are for Hadley cell, ITCZ boundary, and width of dry band, respectively. For quantities significant at the 90% level, bars are shaded blue, orange, and red, respectively.](image1)

![Figure 8. (top) Global distribution of the trends for the ISCCP cloud fraction. (middle) Same as Figure 8 (top) but with three rectangle areas masked. (bottom) Same as Figure 8 (top) but with grids that incur large change of VZA masked.](image2)
due to changing satellites, their positions, and the corresponding viewing zenith angles [see also Evan et al., 2007; Hinkelman et al., 2009]. An initial attempt to remove the viewing zenith angle effect by regressing to monthly viewing zenith angle (computed from 3 hourly ISCCP D1 data) at each grid cell only provides limited bias correction because the relationship between cloudiness and viewing zenith angle is complex [Minnis, 1989]. Therefore we introduced two types of masks to exclude the regions that are most affected by the changing viewing zenith angles of satellites. The masks are based on a global map of linear trends derived from monthly viewing zenith angle of each grid. One is to remove three rectangle regions (in rectangle (REC) map projection; i.e., three longitudinal bands at 45–90°E, 60–30°W and 150–180°W) that contain large viewing zenith angle and cloudiness changes (REC-mask; see Figure 8, middle); the other is to exclude those grids that have incurred large changes in viewing zenith angle and cloudiness changes (REC-mask; see Figure 8, middle); the other is to exclude those grids that have incurred large changes in viewing zenith angle and cloudiness changes (VZA-mask; see Figure 8, bottom). Both masks would remove most (if not all) of the biases caused by the changing viewing zenith angles of satellites.

[27] Figure 9 (top) shows zonally averaged cloud fraction using unmasked data (no-mask) as well as the corresponding subsets of data with REC-mask and VZA-mask. Zonal mean precipitation is also plotted in Figure 9. There is almost no change in zonally averaged cloudiness between the unmasked and masked data; this implies for similarly small differences in the mean positions of the Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries if a nominal threshold of cloudiness is used to determine these boundaries. The peak and low in the zonal mean cloudiness correspond well with the peak and low of zonal mean precipitation. Using 60% cloudiness as threshold, we can roughly define the Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries as we did for the precipitation.

[28] The Hadley cell boundaries defined by the GPCP precipitation and ISCCP cloudiness are remarkably similar to each other, with the annual mean boundary at ∼34°N in the Northern Hemisphere and 31°S and 28°S in the Southern Hemisphere from precipitation and cloudiness data sets, respectively. The mean central positions of the dry band are at 23° and 21° in the Northern Hemisphere, and 22° and 20° in the Southern Hemisphere from the GPCP and ISCCP thresholds, respectively. The ITCZ band, defined by a 60% cloud fraction threshold, is much narrower than that inferred from the precipitation threshold. This is an expected outcome in view of the nonlinear relationship between cloud fraction and precipitation intensity.

[29] The difference in the trends of zonal mean cloudiness between the unmasked and masked data can be seen in Figure 9 (bottom). All three data sets have negative trends between 50°S and 50°N; the unmasked data set has the largest negative trend while REC-masked data has the smallest negative trend owing to the exclusion of large areas.
However, the peaks of negative trends are located around 10°S and 28°N, and neither of them corresponds to the location of annual-mean boundary of ITCZ or Hadley cell defined by nominal cloudiness threshold of 60%. This result implies that the trend analysis will not be influenced much by the artifacts in the ISCCP cloudiness data and one can project that the inferred trends will be quite consistent.

Figure 10 shows the total trends of Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries defined by the ISCCP cloudiness from unmasked and masked data for the period of 1984–2006. For the unmasked data, the Hadley cell boundary has expanded poleward by ∼2–4° degree in both hemispheres with no significant variation with the season. This trend is more robust than that identified with GPCP data, in particular, in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 5). Also because the ISCCP data period (1984–2006) is slightly shorter than that of GPCP (1979–2007), the changes derived from ISCCP data could multiply by 1.3 (the ratio of the durations of the two periods) if they were to span the GPCP period. The ITCZ boundaries have shifted equatorward in both hemispheres with the largest trends occurring in the hemisphere’s fall season, which is somewhat at odds with the trends obtained from GPCP data. This may be result of artifacts in the cloudiness data set since the trends in some seasons are reduced or even reversed in the REC-masked data, in particular, in the Northern Hemisphere (Figures 10c and 10d). It might also be related to changes in low and middle clouds since they do not closely relate to precipitation. Unlike the latitude of minimum precipitation (Figure 5), the latitude of minimum cloudiness does not have a significant trend; it is of the order of a degree in the boreal spring.

The REC-masked (Figures 10c and 10d) and VZA-masked (Figures 10e and 10f) data show slightly smaller trends compared to the unmasked data, but still a significant expansion of the Hadley cell is evident in both hemispheres. The shrinking ITCZ signal is less significant in the REC-masked data than in the VZA-masked data, suggesting that the true trends (if data artifacts were completely removed) in the ITCZ migration and shrinking may not be as robust as the trends in the Hadley cell broadening and poleward migrations.

Figure 10. Trends of Hadley cell and ITCZ boundary, as well as the minimum cloudiness derived from using (a and b) unmasked, (c and d) REC-masked, and (e and f) VZA-masked data. The upper and lower panels show trends in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively. Leftmost, middle, and rightmost bars in each group are for minimum cloudiness, Hadley cell, and ITCZ boundary, respectively. For quantities significant at the 95% level, bars are shaded green, blue, and orange, respectively.
4.2. Changing Tropical Hydrological Cycle Inferred From TOA Radiation Components

[32] It is well known that TOA radiation is strongly influenced by atmospheric water vapor, clouds, and precipitation. Since the hydrological cycle and atmospheric radiative forcing are coupled in the tropics [Betts and Ridgway, 1989], we attempt to link the observed trends in precipitation with trends in TOA radiation components to obtain additional evidence of the changes in the tropical hydrological cycle. The ISCCP radiation fluxes have been shown to contain minimal artifacts because they are results of many input data sets [Hinkelman et al., 2009], therefore no adjustment is made to the radiation data. Results from excluding the masked areas were similar and hence are not shown.

[33] Figure 11 shows the trend of latent heat release to the atmosphere from precipitation along with the trends of TOA net radiation, outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and reflected shortwave (SW). The trend of latent heat release to the atmosphere is converted from precipitation trend in millimeters per day per decade by specifying latent heat \( L = 2.5 \times 10^6 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \). The trend of latent heat release to the atmosphere is comparable to that of TOA net radiation (note opposite sign in the tropics, and same sign in the subtropics). Even though it is premature to draw quantitative conclusions of the energy balance between latent heating and net TOA radiation, two features are noteworthy. First, the trends in the OLR and SW seem to partially compensate each other as was also found in the ERBE/CERES data for the period of 1985–1989 [Wong et al., 2006]. However, the magnitude of the trend of SW is smaller than that of OLR, resulting in a net loss of energy to space in the tropics, the opposite of the ERBE/CERES data and ISCCP FD data for the 1985–1999 period [Wong et al., 2006]. This is due to the different trends in the 7 years after 1999 (not shown). Second, the increased latent heat in the tropical atmosphere is mainly balanced by increased longwave cooling. Subsequently, we examine the latitudinal distributions of these fluxes and how atmospheric temperature, water vapor, and clouds may have contributed to the trends in total longwave and shortwave heating of the atmosphere.

[34] The trend in all sky fluxes can be decomposed into contributions from changes in clear sky fluxes, cloudy sky fluxes, and cloud fraction according to the following equations:

\[
\phi_{\text{all}} = \phi_{\text{clr}} (1 - f_{\text{clrd}}) + \phi_{\text{clrd}} \cdot f_{\text{clrd}}
\]

\[
\frac{d\phi_{\text{all}}}{dt} = \frac{d\phi_{\text{clr}}}{dt} (1 - f_{\text{clrd}}) + \frac{df_{\text{clrd}}}{dt} (\phi_{\text{clrd}} - \phi_{\text{clr}}) + \frac{d\phi_{\text{clrd}}}{dt} f_{\text{clrd}}
\]

where \( \phi_{\text{all}} \), \( \phi_{\text{clr}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{clrd}} \) represent TOA fluxes for all sky, clear sky and cloudy sky conditions, respectively, and \( f_{\text{clrd}} \) is cloud fraction.

[35] The contributions of individual components to the total trends of OLR and TOA reflected SW are shown in Figure 12. For all sky OLR, positive trends are seen over the

Figure 11. Trends of latent heat (solid line), TOA net radiation (dot-dashed line), OLR (dashed line), and SW (dotted line). Note that the sign of the radiative fluxes is switched to positive for downward fluxes in this plot only. The shadings indicate error range at 90% level for the trends of latent heat and OLR.

Figure 12. Contributions of changes in TOA clear sky (dotted line), cloudy sky fluxes (dot-dashed line), and cloud fraction (dashed line) to the total trend (solid line) of TOA (a) OLR and (b) reflected SW.
entire tropics and midlatitudes. Roughly one third of the total OLR trend corresponds to the increased clear sky flux ($\phi_{clr}$); this comes from near-surface warming that is mitigated by the absorption of longwave by increasing greenhouse gases, primarily CO$_2$, and water vapor (Figure 12a). Zonal averaged cloudy sky OLR ($\phi_{cld}$) shows an increasing (decreasing) trend in the subtropics (ITCZ) that may be the result of a greater proportion of shallow clouds in the subtropical region and deeper clouds in the convective ITCZ regions. This is consistent with increasing strength of the Hadley circulation. Correspondingly, it contributes positively to the total OLR trend in the subtropics but negatively in the deep ITCZ region. The cloud fraction has a negative trend for the entire tropics and midlatitude that peaks in the sinking regions of the Hadley circulation (Figure 9, bottom). It contributes a similar amount to the total OLR trend as the clear sky flux (Figure 12a).

[36] The positive trend in OLR and negative trend of total reflected SW (Figure 12b) in the tropical and subtropical regions is consistent with several previous results [Wielicki et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2006] although the relative strength of the trends, as mentioned earlier, depends upon the data periods and their lengths. The clear sky SW has a decreasing trend for the entire tropics and midlatitudes except near 30°N. This is presumably the result of increased shortwave absorption by the moister atmosphere. The positive trends of cloudy sky SW imply brighter (more reflective) clouds, resulting from increasing strength of the Hadley circulation. In 5–15°N, the negative total SW trend is somewhat weaker than around 15°S owing to relatively smaller reduction of cloud fraction and larger increase of cloud thickness. These changes reveal a warmer and moister atmosphere, reduced cloudiness (more so in the subtropics than in the tropics), greater proportion of shallow clouds in the subtropics and deeper and brighter clouds in the ITCZ regions. These observed changes in cloud and radiation distributions, together with precipitation observations discussed earlier, are intrinsically consistent with a strengthening of the tropical hydrological cycle in recent decades.

5. Summary and Discussion

[37] We have examined decadal trends of the tropical hydrological cycle in the GPCP precipitation and ISCCP cloud and radiation data to determine if such trends can provide an observation-based benchmark for model predictions of the ongoing climate change. Our analysis of GPCP precipitation data revealed that the tropical precipitation trends are related to increasing contrasts between the dry and wet regions; the trends show that the wet regions are getting wetter while the dry regions are getting drier. The tropical Pacific and Atlantic oceams shows increasing (decreasing) precipitation trends in the rising (sinking) regions of the Walker circulation. The Indian Ocean shows significant increasing precipitation in the rising regions of the Walker circulation and statistically insignificant positive change in the sinking region. The precipitation trends associated with the Hadley circulation also show increasing (decreasing) trends in the wetter ITCZ (drier subtropical) regions. These trends indicate a strengthening of the tropical hydrological cycle with intensification of extremes of dry and wet conditions, as discussed in the work of Chou et al. [2009].

[38] With a reasonable precipitation threshold to serve as proxy for Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries, we found that in the last three decades, the zonal mean boundary of Hadley cell has broadened (shifted poleward) in the Northern Hemisphere in all seasons except for MAM, with the largest shift of 6° (or 2° decade$^{-1}$) in JJA for the 29 year period. The trend in the Southern Hemisphere is comparatively weaker, showing only 1–2° (or 0.3–0.7° decade$^{-1}$) of poleward shift in JJA and SON. For regional Hadley cells, most regions show poleward shift of the Hadley cell, however, only the Asian continental region shows significant northward shift of the Hadley cell and ITCZ boundaries and expansion of the dry band in the summer season.

[39] The Hadley cell boundaries, if defined by the ISCCP cloud fraction, also show a 2–4° (or 0.9–1.7° decade$^{-1}$) poleward shift in both hemispheres in the tropics with both biased and bias excluded ISCCP data for the 23 year period. The trends in the ITCZ boundaries may not be as robust as the trends in the Hadley cell broadening because of large discrepancies in the trends derived using masked data and unmasked data. These results provide further credence to earlier findings [Reichler and Held, 2005; Hudson et al., 2006; Hu and Fu, 2007; Seidel et al., 2008] that suggest a widening of the Hadley cell.

[40] The trends of latent heat to the atmosphere and TOA net radiation show some intrinsic relations of the radiative-convective balance in the atmospheric system [Allen and Ingram, 2002]. The trends of ISCCP TOA radiation component fields reflect changes in atmosphere temperature, moisture and cloud that are closely related with precipitation and hydrological cycle. In the subtropical subsidence regions, a large positive OLR trend is also the result of increasing clear sky fluxes, decreasing cloud fraction and increasing proportion of low-level clouds while a small negative trend in the TOA shortwave reflectance is due to increasing moisture absorption, smaller cloud fraction but brighter clouds. In the ITCZ region, deeper and thicker convective clouds reduce the positive OLR and negative SW trends. These results also suggest a decreasing trend of total cloudiness in the tropics (potentially related to tropical warming), an increasing proportion of low-level clouds in the subtropics but deeper and thicker convective clouds in the ITCZ region. All these are consistent with a more vigorous tropical hydrological cycle as inferred from the precipitation field analyses discussed in this study and those in previous studies [Chen et al., 2002; Wang and Lau, 2005; Chou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Wentz et al., 2007].

[41] We reiterate that strengthening of the tropical hydrological cycle does not necessarily contradict with a predicted weakening tropical overturning circulation [Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Lu et al., 2009]. A stronger tropical hydrological cycle could include increasing total precipitation, increasing contrast in precipitation distributions and increasing episodes of intense precipitation and droughts. Such features were identified in other observational [Trenberth et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2007; Lau and Wu, 2007; Allan and Soden, 2008] and modeling studies [Meinsh et al., 2005; Held and Soden, 2006; Chou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Meinsh et al., 2007; Allan and Soden, 2008]. We must state that the hydrologic
cycle trends isolated in our study are subject to uncertainties because spatial and temporal inhomogeneities cannot be completely resolved in long-term satellite observations. Therefore, consistent results from multiple independent data and physical insights are most useful in confirming the robustness of the current results.
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